Jensen. Instead, they trust to luck and the kindness of strangers, such as editors and peer reviewers.
I like Jensen's emphasis that academic writing is a craft, and all crafts need to be learnt and developed -we are not born with an ability to write a research paper any more than we have an innate aptitude for mending chairs. One needs to make time to write and in the right environment, just as one would set aside the necessary time and appropriate space to fix a chair.
In Part 2, 'Using tools that work' (chapters 4 to 7), the essentials of Write No Matter What are laid bare -how to organize your writing time, space, and energy. Part 2 opens with Jensen's 'Three taming techniques.' First, if you are working on a major writing project, physically collect all related documents in a project box. This makes solid sense; I actually use a project bookshelf, but the idea is the same. Atop the pile on my shelf is a hard copy of the latest iteration of the book/monograph that I am writing, something to pick up and leaf through casually but critically, red pen close to hand. Jensen's third technique is to write for at least fifteen minutes per day; again, I can only agree.
It is Jensen's second taming technique that I have never usedcompiling a ventilation file for when you write about the damnability of writing when you are failing to produce what you should be. Essentially, here you blow off steam. Jensen says it better: 'This file offers me a confidential space for every hostile, resentful, negative thing that I think and feel when I try to write' (18).
Jensen discusses time in chapter 5. Why do academics have insufficient time for writing, or, stated another way, why do so many fail to prioritize writing time? Academics fail to write when their lives are full to overflowing with things that are, well, academic -teaching, marking, attending meetings, writing letters of recommendation, etc. If I grab a small aliquot of time for quality writing every day, then there will be progress. Academics are impatient (I am) and should be, but the writing of a research paper or monograph is a marathon, not a sprint. If one writes for Jensen's recommended fifteen minutes per day, as a minimum, after a month and a half the writing time will add up to that longed-for and mythical empty day that never comes.
Part 3, 'Challenging writing myths' (chapters 8 to 16), looks hard at the reasons that authors will give to excuse themselves from writing, and Jensen finds them to be just that, hollow excuses. This section is full of common sense for the unfocused, and worth reading if only for some of Jensen's delightful chapter headings, such as 'The cleared-deck fantasy' and 'The perfect first sentence'; they sound more like titles of Agatha Christie short stories.
'The magnum opus myth' (chapter 10) is a pervasive part of the psyche of those academics -particularly graduate students -who want their thesis or monograph to be the last word on a subject; it never is. I am rather bewildered by sufferers of 'The cleared-deck fantasy' (chapter 12). Jensen succinctly summarizes the underlying problem: 'The point is that things never clear up' (57, author's italics). It rarely is just the right time to write for even fifteen minutes per day, but how much does that matter? So many things in life have to get done without waiting for the perfect moment, and that includes making time for writing.
Part 4, 'Maintaining momentum' (chapters 17 to 25), examines ways to proceed after the academic author has picked up the ball and needs to run with it. 'Effective feedback' (chapter 20) examines how we must use feedback to our own benefit, not just to humour the ego of the reviewer. Jensen considers effective feedback to be insightful, informed, and mutual: 'based on shared feelings and experiences' (93), a good definition. Feedback comes from 'friendly' reviewers, such as those in your department and, following submission, from editors and reviewers. This theme is continued in chapter 21, 'Handling revisions and rejections.' Jensen highlights how some projects are killed by unsympathetic reviews and authors who do not know how to react to them.
Jensen considers 'stalls' under four broad headings in two chapters. Lesser stalls are writing lulls, resistance, and structural stalls (chapter 22), each more debilitating than the last. And worse again is the toxic project (chapter 23), in which something has gone fatally wrong. Such projects need to be expunged. They are not progressing and, indeed, may have been collecting dust for years, sapping an author's energy and confidence while contributing nothing. They will never be, perhaps cannot be, finished.
The final part, 'Building writing support' (chapters 26 to 28), takes me away from any expertise I might have. Despite my lack of experience with writing support as advocated by Jensen, her suggestions for 'Overcoming isolation' (chapter 26) are obvious, practical, and no-nonsense. The most obvious, 'Understand the writing and publishing norms for your current and desired position' (135), is not properly understood by many academics. Academic writing is a game, and those who do not know the rules will be poor players.
Write No Matter What was fun to read and is very informative. Indeed, I read it with the sort of enthusiasm normally reserved for a new novel by a favourite author. It has ideas that I have already introduced into my writing strategy and tactics, and I was already highly productive. Anyone who finds giving excuses easier than writing papers should read Jensen; they stand to be educated. Yes, I am talking to you. 
Reviewed by robert brown
The Internet Revolution in the Sciences and the Humanities is the latest of many books co-authored by Alan Gross and Joseph Harmon, whose previous collaborations have concerned written communication in science. In this collaboration the authors enlarge their field of view to encompass the sciences and the humanities in a study of how researchers in these domains, over the two decades since the advent of the World Wide Web, have taken advantage of Internet technologies to revolutionize their conduct, communication, and evaluation of research.
To frame their comparative study, the authors invoke the 'two cultures' of C. P. Snow, a Cambridge scientist who, originally in a 1959 lecture, lamented the epistemic gulf that divides the sciences from the humanities and disables cross-cultural understanding between them. This cultural divide continues today in an unequal uptake by scientists and humanists of Internet technologies that enhance their research output, with multidirectional navigation tools, layered organization, hyperlinked references, and a marshaling of multimedia evidence. On this front of innovation, the sciences lead while the humanities lag.
